Object manipulation is a basic task in robotics and automation. Active manipulation by grasp is conventional approach in object manipulation. However, in many cases, grasp-less manipulation can be beneficial in terms of cost, minimalism and extension of workspace. On the other hand passive mechanisms are advantageous from the energy saving viewpoint. In this paper we combine these ideas to develop a dynamic passive object manipulation mechanism to achieve manipulation in more than one dimension and simultaneously change position and orientation of the object. In developed mechanism the manipulation platform is a simple inclined surface. The object is composed of two wheels with different radiuses and an axle connecting the wheels to each other. The object moves passively along a circular path on the platform. Kinematic equations of the motion are devised, dynamic analyses are performed and no-slippage conditions are extracted. Modelling in CATIA and simulations in MSC.ADAMS are performed and experimental set up is built to verify the analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Object manipulation is an essential task in industries. The object manipulation can be a part of a complicated task such as painting, welding, assembly etc. [1] or it can be desirable by itself (ex [3] ). As three familiar examples we can refer to:
1. A set of conveyors carry a part from one position to other one as well as changing its orientation (Fig 1.) . Programming of system is a challenge [6] .
[ 24] etc. Grasp-less manipulation approach has some advantages and some disadvantages over manipulation with grasp. Advantages of grasp-less manipulation include minimalism in mechanism [25] , reduction in cost [26] , opportunity of transferring object out of robot's workspace [19] , [20] , elimination of need for compliance control and finger coordination in establishing stable grasp, possibility of doing tasks with more DoF (Degrees of Freedom) than the DoF of the robot [27] and exploiting geometry and dynamics of the environment in performing the manipulation [25] . When different tasks are not expected from the mechanism, manipulation task is not complicated and simplicity and cost are most important factors, grasp-less manipulation is preferred. Fig. 1 . Three examples of object manipulation in industries. The set of conveyors is given on the left, the wagon on rail in the middle and robotic arm on the right. In most of cases both position and orientation of the object should be changed. As a matter of fact, grasp-less manipulation is the most common approach in the nature. One can hardly find grasp when object are being manipulated in nature. There is another manipulation approach in nature that leads to energy saving mechanisms and simpler systems. That is passive manipulation which means manipulation without actuator and active controllers. Flowing the river down the mountains to the sea, rolling hedgehog down hills and sliding penguins on the ice are some interesting examples of passive grasp-less manipulation in nature (see Fig. 2 ).
The idea of using passive mechanisms in robotics has been probably initiated by works of McGeer (Fig. 3) where he inspired from rotation of rimless wagon wheel to design his passive dynamic walkers [28] .
Since then a lot of works have been reported in the field of passive locomotion. One can find some examples in [29] - [35] . As it was shown that locomotion is dynamically analogous to manipulation [24] , [36] , [37] , the results of studies on passive locomotion can be utilized in design of passive locomotion mechanisms. The idea of passive manipulation, however, was firstly introduced in [38] where four significant properties of passive manipulation were introduced and three examples were presented.
In passive locomotion and passive manipulation mechanisms, the only motion generation force is gravity and there is no active controller. More specifically, in these mechanisms there is an inclined plane which acts as a tool to exploit gravity force for motion generation.
It is well-known that the configuration of an object is defined by six components (three position components and three orientation components). In existing works of passive mechanisms, the generated motion is always along a straight line. However, in many manipulation applications more than one component has to be changed. Straight line manipulation only changes one position component, therefore it is not desired. In many applied cases a curved path is required which means more than one-dimensional manipulation. In the literature, no passive mechanism has been reported for manipulation on curved path. In such a mechanism, a structural intelligence is required to guide the object on a computable curved path. Such a manipulation mechanism should be capable of simultaneously changing position and orientation of the object.
In this paper we combine ideas of grasp-less manipulation and passive manipulation to introduce a mechanism for object manipulation along a curved path. The path can be specified according to kinematic and dynamical parameters of the object and the mechanism. The mechanism is simple and advantageous from energy saving viewpoint as it does not need external actuation. This paper is extension of our previously presented conference paper [39] . In that work only kinematic analysis of the mechanism was presented with no experimental justification. In this paper dynamical analysis, some potential applications of the mechanism, experimental verification and studies on the effect of the model parameters on the motion are provided.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The aim of this paper is to develop a mechanism for grasp-less passive manipulation of an object along a planned curved path. The mechanism consists of two components. The first component is the manipulated object and the second one is platform wherein the object is manipulated. The platform is in dynamic interaction with the object and their geometry and dynamics determine the motion parameters of the object.
Simultaneous design of the object and the platform can be complicated and in most cases it is not necessary. Here, one may have two approaches to this problem. The first approach is to choose a simple object and design the platform and the second approach is to choose a simple platform and design the object. The researches published in this filed have adopted the second approach while the first approach can also be valuable in some cases. This paper takes the second approach for the first time. Besides providing passive dynamic manipulation on a computable curved paththat was explained earlier in Introduction -taking this approach to the problem is another contribution of the paper.
In our proposed mechanism, the platform is considered to be a simple inclined surface with slope β 0 as it is shown in Fig. 4 . Then, we should design the object in such a way that it can travel on a determined curved route. The proposed object, as it is shown in Fig. 4 , is composed of a pair of wheels with different radiuses those are connected together by an axle. In the rest of this paper we refer to this setup as object. Masses of the small and big wheels are assumed to be m ws and m wb respectively and mass of the axle is neglected; then total mass of the object will be M = m ws + m wb . The radius of the small and big wheels are assumed to be r ws and r wb respectively (see Fig. 4 ). The axle is connected to the center point of interior surfaces of wheels and length of its projection on the surface is L 0 . Width of wheels is b and the radius of axle is r ro .
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that in initial configuration, the axle is located perpendicular to the gradient of the ramp as it is shown in Fig. 5 .
The aim of this paper is to analyze kinematics and dynamics of motion of the object and obtain travelled path and motion equations. We assume that there is no slippage and the motion is perfect rolling. Obviously the motion and path will be related to parameters of the object and slop of the platform. Then motion and path planning of the object can be achieved by appropriately selection of the parameters of the mechanism. In the rest of paper we will address these points in more details. Section 3 includes kinematics analysis of the motion. This section is summary of [38] which is our work preliminary to this paper. In fourth section dynamical analysis is provided and in Section 5 no-slippage condition is devised. Section 6 includes simulation and experimental results and the finally last section concludes the paper and provides the idea of the way that the proposed mechanism may be used in applied manipulation systems. object in such a way that its origin O is located in the object Center of Gravity (CoG), X axis is parallel with the projection of center to center distance of wheels on the platform and Z axis is normal to the surface. This frame which we call it "path-based frame", moves with the object. Another frame o xyz is considered parallel to O XY Z such that its origin o is located at the bottom of the smaller wheel. Coordinates of object's CoG in o xyz is given by (x,ȳ,z). N ws and N wb are normal forces applied from the surface to the wheels and f ws and f wb are friction forces.
KINEMATICAL MODEL OF PROPOSED MECHANISM
At each time instance, we denote the linear velocity and acceleration of the object CoG in Y direction by v and a respectively. Apparently, different points of the object have different linear velocities in Y direction and the same angular velocity in X direction. Linear velocities of wheels CoG in y-direction are given as:
v ws = ω x r ws ⇒ a ws =ω x r ws (1)
where ω x denotes angular velocity of the object in x direction. From (1) and (2) we obtain:
Let R be the radius of the circular path and Z 0 the axis of rotation of the object as it is shown in Fig. 6 . Difference between linear velocities of the wheels CoG is invariable which results in a circular path for the object from the normal point of view of the surface. Obviously, taking in account the height change in moving down the slope, the object's path is a helix from the view point of a reference frame located in the level ground. Angular acceleration of the object about Z 0 is given as:
wherex is x-component of CoG of the object in o xyz .
Then we obtain linear accelerations of wheels CoG in terms ofω Z0 as:
Substituting a ws and a wb from (5) and (6) in (3) we obtain radius of the path as: R = r ws L 0 r wb − r ws (7)
DYNAMIC MODEL OF PROPOSED MECHA-NISM
In this section we obtain X, Y and Z components of accelerations of the object according to free body diagram of Fig. 6 and using kinematics equations of the previous section. To this end we firstly specify forces and torques applied to the object in the previously defined path-based frame. Then we obtain accelerations at different time steps in association with the applied torque and forces. We denote rotation of the object around Z 0 axis (see Fig. 7 ) by θ and we assume that at the beginning of the motion (state of Fig. 4 and 5) we have θ(t = 0) = 0. If we consider motion in the path-based frame in our problem, different motion factors including torques, forces and accelerations will be determined by changes of θ.
In our analysis, to simplify the modelling, we neglect the centrifugal force in x direction applied from the surface to the object due to friction forces. We also neglect component of the weight of the object in x direction. It is worth mentioning that the magnitude and direction of the x-component of the weight varies and depends on angle θ. From the starting angle θ = 0 to angle θ = π 2 abovementioned x component of centrifugal force and weight component are in the opposite direction and their resultant effect is reduced. On the other hand in small values of slope β 0 , above forces will be small. Then assuming small slopes and motion range of 0 < θ < π 2 neglecting of these forces is applicable. Before we obtain motion equations, let we find coordinates of object's CoG in o xyz frame. We have:x
wherex ws andx wb are x-components of CoG of small and big wheels in o xyz and we havex ws = 0 andx ws = L 0 . Then (8) can be rewritten as:
In a similar way we write:
As for y and z components of CoG of object we havē y ws =ȳ wb = 0,z ws = r ws andz wb = r wb , then we get:ȳ = 0 (12) z = m ws r ws + m wb r wb M
Now we can obtain motion equations. For the configuration of Fig. 6 we have:
where ω X , ω Y , ω Z are components of angular velocity about G (CoG of the object) and H X , H Y , H Z are components of angular momentum about G. To solve motion equations (17) to (19) we should find time derivatives of angular momentum H. The components of H can be written as:
where I denotes moment of inertia of the object. Different components of I are given as:
Details about obtaining above components are given in the appendix A. As O XY Z frame moves with the object, then obtained moments and products of inertia are fixed in O XY Z and their derivatives are zero. On the other hand, as the object roles on the surface parallel to Y , the components of moment, angular velocity and angular acceleration in y direction are zero:
Consequently we can take time derivatives of angular momentum as:Ḣ
Regarding to the fact that angular velocity is a free vector we have:ω
Now to extract motion equations we use Newton rules to write three equations for F Y , M X and M Z as:
Now we can findω x from substituting (5) in (1) as: Substitutingω X andω Z from (39) and (4) in (37), then finding f wb + f ws yields:
Finally, substituting (39) in (36) we get linear acceleration of the motion as: a = (R +x)zr ws M g sin β 0 cos θ I XZ r ws + I X R +zr ws M (R +x)
Equation (41) shows that how the acceleration of the object depends the slop β 0 , parameters of the object including mass M', inertia I and position of CoG parameters and its rotation on the platform. Using acceleration of the object, we can find velocity and displacement equations and specify motion time. According to (41), by selecting different values for slop β 0 and object geometry parameters r ws , r wb and L 0 (those specifyx andz) we can independently take control on three degrees of freedoms R, θ, Z in designing of mechanism. This means that a desired circular motion can be achieved by appropriate design of system parameters. It is obvious that the object's angular accelerations are also changed during motion. The angular accelerations about z and x directions can be easily obtained by kinematics equations and using linear velocity of (41) as:
−zr ws M g sin β 0 cos θ I XZ r ws + I X R +zr ws M (R +x)
ω X =z RM g sin β 0 cos θ I XZ r ws + I X R +zr ws M (R +x)
The analysis of previous sections are valid if the motion is pure rolling without slippage. We can write no slippage conditions as the sequel:
where µ is Coulomb friction coefficient. Adding these equations we can write no-slippage condition as:
As the z-axis is normal to the surface of the platform and the object does not leave the surface, then it has no acceleration in z-direction, then we have:
Then from (46) we have:
Substituting f ws + f wb from (48) in (40) we get:
µ ≥ (I XZ r ws + I X R) tan β 0 cos θ I XZ r ws + I X R +zr ws M (R +x)
SIMULATION AND EXPRIMENT

Model verification
In this sub-section, in order to evaluate correctness of the obtained model, we perform a comparative study between the model and simulation and experimental results. In simulations, as a basic test, we considered an object with wheels radiuses r ws = 30mm, r wb = 37.5mm and an axle with radius r ax = 1.5mm. The width of wheels is b = 28mm and projection of their center to center distance on the platform is L 0 = 213mm. The object is built from steel with density of ρ = 7975 kg m 3 . Mass of the object is M = 1.618kg and its matrix of inertia is:
The slope of the platform is assumed to be β 0 = 2.7
• . The model was built in CATIA and for dynamical analysis it was exported to MSC. ADAMS. In initial configuration, the axle is perpendicular to gradient of slope direction as it is shown in Fig. 5 . The aim of simulations is to verify kinematical and dynamical equations obtained in previous sections. In the kinematics, (7) shows that the path of the object is a circle with radius R for small wheel and R + L 0 for big wheel. According to parameters of the simulated model we can obtain radius R from (7) as R = 852mm.
We simulated the system for 6 seconds in ADAMS. Fig. 8 illustrates six snapshots of the simulation. In this figure calculated target path (given by (7)) is shown by black-bold lines and the travelled path by the small wheel is shown by gray line. The center of the circle is illustrated by P.
For more accurate investigation, the curve of distance between the small wheel and the center P is shown in Fig.  9 . It can be seen that the maximum deviation from the predicted path is 39.5 mm which is small deviation about 4.5% of the radius. This deviation can be originated from the simplifications made in modelling. These simplifications include neglecting of some components of the mechanism like mass and radius of the axle and also neglecting of the centrifugal force of weight of the object in x direction that was explained in the previous section. Interestingly the deviation before θ = π 2 is very small which confirms our previous discussions. An equivalent experimental setup was also built to validate the equations and simulations (see Fig. 10 ).
Six snapshots of the corresponding test were shown in Fig. 11 . Comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 11 confirms matching of simulations and experiments. The deviation from the calculated path in experiments is 5.8% which is more than simulation results. This difference can be related to Fig. 9 . Distance between the small wheel and the center of the target path (P in Fig. 7) . the computational inaccuracies of the software, fabrication inaccuracies of the experimental setup and slippage of the object which is not unavoidable in practice.
Above mentioned tests verify the correctness of (7) which was the outcome of the kinematical analysis. Now we are going to verify dynamical analysis that its results were summed up in (41), (42) and (43). Equations (42) and (43) are well-known equations and there is no need to verify them. These equations will be valid if linear acceleration a given by (41) is correct. Then we only need to verify (41). It should be noted that in (41), acceleration • a is linear acceleration excluding centrifugal accelerations and other acceleration components. However, there is no tool in MSC.ADAMS to measure this pure linear acceleration. To resolve the issue, we consider following differential equation: Substituting (41) in (51) yields:
(R +x)zr ws M g sin β 0 I XZ r ws + I X R + M zr ws (R +x) cos θds = V dv (52) We define constant K as:
and substitute ds as ds = Rdθ. Then integrating (52) with θ 0 = 0 and V 0 = 0 yields:
Now we can verify (54) by measuring velocity and angle of the object. Figs 12 and 13 show angle and velocity of the object during above mentioned simulation. Using data of these curves we can plot velocity in terms of angle as it is shown in Fig. 14. In Fig.14 , calculated curve by (54) is depicted by blue line the result of simulations is depicted by red line. It can be seen that simulation results are near to calculated path.
Effects of the model parameters on motion
In this subsection we run some sets of simulations to study how the parameters of the mechanism affect the motion of the object. In these simulations parameters of the model are selected as the basic model presented in the previous subsection. In each simulation set, one of the characteristics of the model is changed and its influence on behavior of the mechanism is organized in a table. For each Table 1 . The effect of slope of the surface on motion parameters. All other parameters are as basic test of subsection 5.1. Calculated radius is R = 852. simulation set, maximum radius of the path (R max ), maximum deviation from the predicted path (d max ), percentage of deviation from predicted radius (d rel ) and time duration of traveling on a quarter of circular path (t π/2 ) are provided in tables. Aforementioned simulation sets are as the following:
1. In the first set, simulations were performed with five different slopes of the surface. The results are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that bigger values of slop result in more deviation from the predicted path. This is reasonable because in higher slopes, the centrifugal force in x direction (which has been neglected in modeling) is increased. Moreover, traveling time is smaller in bigger slopes. This is also anticipated as in higher slopes vertical acceleration of the object is 2. In the second set, the slope of the surface is fixed at 2.8
• and simulations were performed with four different materials. The results are given in Table 2 . For each material mass of the object and Coulomb friction coefficients are provided. By changing material type, different parameters of model namely mass and of the object and friction coefficients are changed. These parameters have diverse effects on the motion and it is not straightforward to derive an exact rule to predict effect of a specific material on motion. In general, more stiff materials have provided more deviation from the calculated path.
3. In the third set of simulations the effect of radius of small wheel with five different values for r sw is investigated. As it is expected, more values of r sw result in larger values of radius R. Obviously longer paths would result in larger travel times. In larger radiuses, percentage of deviation is smaller. These points show that by changing geometry of the object we can take control on motion parameters. 
CONCLUSIONS
Object manipulation has many applications in industries. One of the recently presented paradigms which is interesting from the energy saving and simplicity viewpoints is passive mechanism. Passive mechanism refers to mechanism wherein the only motion generation force is gravity force. In the passive mechanisms presented so far, generated motion have always been along a straight line. However, in many applications a straight line manipulation is not desirable. Manipulation of objects by robot arms, set of conveyors and wagons are examples where the manipulation is expected to be done in more than one dimensions. In this paper a passive grasp-less mechanism was developed for manipulation of an object along a predictable circular path. In existing passive dynamic manipulation mechanisms a simple object has been considered and the platform has been designed to steer the object along a predefined (straight) path. Nevertheless, in this paper a different approach was selected where a simple inclined surface was considered as platform and the object is designed such that it travel along a curved path on the platform. The object is composed of two wheels with different radiuses and an axle that joins center points of the wheels (see Fig. 2 ).
Kinematic analysis was performed where the characteristics of object's path was obtained in terms of radiuses of wheels and length of the axle. Then dynamical analysis was provided were linear and angular accelerations of the object were obtained. The accelerations depend of geometric and inertial characteristics of the object as well as slope of the platform. Some simplifications were made in dynamic analysis in order to get a simple, applicable and understandable model as well as keeping reasonable level of accuracy. In fact a trade of was made between simplicity and accuracy of the model. Simulation and experimental results showed that the obtained model is accurate enough to describe the motion with acceptable level of accuracy.
The presented object can be used as wheels of passively driven mobile robots or vehicles. This passive mobile robot -by appropriate design -can be used in applications of Fig.  1 . Designing of such a vehicle or mobile robot is future work that we are working on it.
Moreover as it was already shown in [24] , [36] , [37] that walking is in dynamic analogy with manipulation, this work can inspire the researchers to modify passively walking robots to change their directions during walking.
APPENDIX A
In the following we obtain different components of objects moment of inertia I. For I X we have:
where I Xws and I Xwb are moments of inertia of small and big wheels in X direction those can be obtained using parallel axis principle as:
I Xws =Ī 1ws + m ws (z 
I 1wb andĪ 1wS are respectively the moments of inertia of the big and small wheels around their first principle axis passing in parallel to x and X through their CoG.ȳ ws ,ȳ wb , z wb andz ws are z and y components of CoG of wheels in O XY Z and obviously we have: 
I 2wb andĪ 2ws are the moments of inertia of the wheels around their second principle axis passing in parallel to y and Y through their CoG. For x components of CoG of wheels in O XY Z we have:
x wb = L 0 −x (65)
Using these relations we obtain I Y from (62) as: 
Finally for I Z we can write: 
I 3wb andĪ 3wS are the moments of inertia of the wheels about their third principle axis passing in parallel to z and Z through their CoG. According to these relations and (68) we obtain: 
For I XY and I Y Z , thanks to symmetry of object we can write:
and for I XZ we have: I 13wb andĪ 13ws are products of inertia of wheels about first and third axes and are zero due to symmetry of the object.
Then from (73) we have:
